Dear Parents and Carers
I know that many of you had signed up to attend the webinar last night from Elevate entitled “How
to help your child study effectively without becoming the enemy” but that some were unable to
attend due to being unavailable or to the technical issues that Elevate experienced due to the
unprecedented demand. It may, therefore, interest you to know that it is available to watch again
for a very limited time period. The link and details about the next webinar, scheduled for Tuesday
26 May entitled “Time Management and Organisation Secrets” are below.
Kind regards.
Mr R Bell

You're one step closer to setting
your child up for success!
We had over 2900 parents attend our webinar on managing motivation last night which
was fantastic, thank you for joining us. We understand that technical issues with the site
meant some people missed us. We are very sorry about this! If this is you, you can access
the webinar for the next 48 hours here.

Time Management and Organisation Secrets
Is your child someone who procrastinates and ends up leaving everything to the last
minute? Gets incredibly overwhelmed by assignments and exams? Never knows where to
start? Then don't miss our next webinar where Jack will show you the time management
and organisational secrets that will stop students falling behind this term. This is a onetime only event on Tuesday 26th May at 6pm, registration required.

Register for the next Webinar!

What Additional Support Can You Access?

Your Questions Answered
We received over 400 questions during our Q&A time which
was fantastic. We will be answering a number of them this
week and will send you the answers via email.

Motivation Cheat Sheet
Get the motivation cheat sheet containing the proven
techniques that we revealed in the webinar.

Download Now

Elevate Coaching
Does your child get overwhelmed by their performance
goals? Or are they just not motivated at all by any clear
goals? We can help. We can put together a bespoke
programme for your child focused on identifying their goals
and helping them achieve them. If you would like to find
out how to book a free study skills diagnostic for your
child, click the button below to book in your time to speak
to us.

Get In Touch
It's great to see you investing so much time in your child's future. If there is anything more
you would like to know, please give me a call on 01865 987 732.

Charlie Rush
Head of Coaching UK | Elevate Education

Elevate Education, Sydney, London, Singapore, Cape Town, New York
Manage preferences

